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Van Buren, AR - Clinger Holsters' primary focus is Deep Concealment. The fact that they also offer the most affordable Kydex 

holster in the market (the Atom Holster is just $19.99) makes Clinger Holsters a very appealing option for Concealed Carry. The 

belt clip placement on the Atom Holster is very important in achieving that goal. The belt clip is mounted over the trigger guard 

on the Atom Holster. This puts the belt clip very close to the pistol grip, allowing the grip to be pulled in tight when you tighten 

your belt. 

Clinger Holsters' secondary focus is having a small footprint (which also aids their primary focus of Deep Concealment). Some 

hybrid holsters wrap halfway around your waist. A lot of people don't find that too comfortable or convenient. Clinger Holsters 

does their best to ensure your gun takes up the least amount of space necessary. This is important when you consider that it is 

worn inside the waistband. Every Clinger Holster is very thin and streamlined.  

Some other benefits to carrying your weapon in an Atom Holster are: 

 Adjustable Ride Height 

 Adjustable Retention 

 Tuck-able Belt Clip 

 Ambidextrous design 

 Carbon Fiber Kydex 

 Rust Free Hardware 

 Full Kydex Shell Performance  

Clinger Holsters placed the Atom holster at a price point that allows anyone in the concealed carry community to get a high 

quality Kydex holster.  Now, Concealed Carry citizens don't have to choose between a cheap one-size-fits-all holster and a safe, 

high quality Kydex holster based on price. The Atom Holster by Clinger Holsters has an unbelievable price of only $19.99. 

More info on Clinger Holsters 

Clinger Holsters was founded in 2014 with two primary design features: deep concealment & a small footprint. However 

because of their low prices, they are becoming just as well known for their bargain pricing.  

Because Clinger Holsters sells so many holsters, they are able to get materials at extremely low prices. Those savings are passed 

along to the customer. This philosophy of “passing the savings along” has given Clinger Holsters the crown of “most affordable 

Kydex holsters available today”.  

Clinger Holsters contact info is: 

Clinger Holsters 

206 S 4th St, Van Buren, AR 72956 

(479)650-0379 

cs@ClingerHolsters.com 

ClingerHolsters.com 
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